


POLIN WATERPARKS PRESENTS

TIME RIDER
This unique experience will guide you 
through time and space!
 
This brand-new waterslide features a 
deeper sense of joy, while traveling among 
mysteries of deep space… and also time!
 
Offering more than 4 paths, allows the 
riders to experience different choices every 
time. Riders can easily extend their time on 
this extraordinary waterslide…
 
They can just… travel through time too!
 
This waterslide will blow the riders minds 
and they will forget where they are and 
what time it is!

Time Rider, Polin’s brand new waterslide, features the 
world’s largest bowl with 2 alternate universes… Paths! 
Specially designed for explorers without frontiers!

BOWL DIMENSIONS
L 43.4 m x W 35.7 m x H 12.8 m

THE WORLD’S
LARGEST BOWL

TIME IS FULL OF IMPORTANT CHOICES
At the beginning, there is a choice to 
make… Left or Right? One of them is 
longer… Then, while entering the huge 
bowl there is another choice and one of 
them is a much longer path. With the 
multiple ride path choices, riders will 
keep coming back to try new choices. 



TIME IS RELEVANT BUT... FUN IS NOT!

What?
Lighting effects on a water slide… Really? 

Yes, you got that right! This special waterslide also offers special lighting effects 
on its wormhole (Functional observation walkway). This special and integrated 
walkway allows riders to enjoy their time watching others while waiting in line. 
This wormhole also features a spray system which creates a mystical environ-

ment and most importantly, this fog keeps the riders cool while they are waiting 
for their turn. More fun and cooler… They will not complain while they are waiting! 

Can you imagine that?



IT’S REALLY FUN

This iconic waterslide is really, really fun!

Feeling the zero gravity and maximum acceleration will 
conquer the universe with screams and fun! Imagine big 
family rafts of 6 riders, sliding in a 175 meter-long water 

slide with maximum speed of 9 meters per second!

It’s really, really fun!



STILL NEED MORE OPTIONS?

Time Rider is a very big and fully themed waterslide. This 
new and special artifact is compatible with Polin’s special 
Glassy (Fully transparent waterslide). This ride also offers 

various VR applications.



MAX SPEED          9 M/S

MAX CAPACITY          6 X 120 RIDERS PER HOUR

SLIDING LENGTH          175 M

SPACE REQUIREMENT         L 78 M   X   W 55 M   X   H 18 M

START HEIGHT          18 M

BOWL DIMENSIONS         L 43.4 M   X   W 35,7 M   X   H 12,8 M

TECHNICAL SPESIFICATIONS



IT’S JUST... BIG!

This extraordinary waterslide’s height is 18 meters! 
Its height is almost the same height of the new 
interplanetary spacecraft which was recently 

developed by humankind.
 

Space Requirement (Including Splash Down Areas)

L 77.85 m x W 55 m x H 18 m



World’s largest bowl waterslide

Streamlined and iconic time travel construction
integrated with the slide

Functional observation walkway

Construction with special animated lighting

Zero gravity & maximum acceleration 
& more than four alternative paths

High capacity “6 riders raft” & side drop of 40 degrees 

Optional “Glassy” (Fully Transparent Waterslide)

Compatible with VR applications

It allows all riders to enjoy their 
time watching other people’s 
experiences while waiting in 
line under a mystical fog which 
also keeps them cool

This special waterslide also 
offers special lighting effects 
on its wormhole (Functional 
Observation Walkway)

Feeling the zero gravity and maximum 
acceleration will conquer the universe 
with screams and fun!

Designed for big family rafts of 6 riders, 
sliding in a 175 meter-long water slide 
with maximum speed of 9 meters per 
second! It’s really, really fun!

This new and special artifact is 
compatible with Polin’s special Glassy 
(Fully transparent waterslide)

Time Rider is a very big and fully themed 
waterslide. This ride also offers various 
VR applications.

This waterslide will blow the riders 
minds and they will forget where 
they are and what time it is!

World’s largest bowl with
2 alternate universes… Paths! 




